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mizer is superior. The design is a very good example of a combination
of physical insight and clever optimization procedures. It is shown that
powerful optimization techniques are really necessary in complex antenna design. The final theoretical structure met all requirements and
was very compact. Its prototype showed a little frequency shift.
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Inverted-F Laptop Antenna With Enhanced Bandwidth for
Wi-Fi/WiMAX Applications
Lev Pazin and Yehuda Leviatan

Abstract—A novel printed multiband inverted-F antenna (IFA) for
laptop computers is presented. The antenna has a simple structure and it
is sufficiently narrow to easily fit on each side of the housing of the display
unit of the laptop. The antenna is designed to operate in all the allocated
Wi-Fi and WiMAX frequency bands while providing near omnidirectional
coverage in the horizontal plane. The multiband performance of the proposed antenna and its omnidirectionality are validated by measurements.
Index Terms—Inverted-F antenna (IFA), IFA with slotted monopole,
multiband antenna, printed IFA.

I. INTRODUCTION
Various designs of inverted-F antennas (IFAs), fabricated on a thin
substrate using printing technology, have been recently proposed to
facilitate the Wi-Fi/WiMAX operation required by modern laptops
[1]–[15]. The IFAs proposed in [2]–[8] have a simple structure and
narrow ground plane, and they are small enough to fit on each side of
the housing of the display (see Fig. 7 in [8]). However, even the more
advanced versions of these IFAs, namely, the branched IFAs [4], [5],
the IFAs with the parasitic resonant element [6], [7], and the wideband
IFA [8], fall way short of covering the eleven standardized Wi-Fi
and WiMAX operating bands listed in Table I. With a view toward
covering a greater number of operating bands, printed IFAs of more
complex structures and a much larger ground plane, including IFAs
with additional branches or parasitic resonant elements [9]–[12] and
IFAs with a coupled feed [13]–[15], have been proposed. These latter
IFAs were designed to be mounted on the top of the display unit of the
laptop, and hence their driven monopole had to protrude beyond the
upper side of the display unit (see Fig. 6 in [12]), thereby requiring the
housing of the display unit to be larger. Moreover, none of these IFAs
appears to cover the 2.3 GHz WiMAX operating band.
In this communication, we explore the possibility of covering all the
standardized Wi-Fi and WiMAX frequency bands while clinging to the
class of simply-structured and compact IFAs. The idea is to start with
the printed flat-plate IFA described in [8], referred to hereafter as the
prototype IFA, and enhance its bandwidth by cutting two slots in the
antenna driven monopole while only slightly tuning the dimensions of
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